
With this homework we are preparing for our next topic which will be writing imaginative stories about a familiar setting, still linked to 
magic and mystery and we will be looking at writing stories in different settings in English. 
Remember you can choose one activity from each row to complete during the 3 weeks so there will be 3 activities in total.

Observe / 
Research

Visit somewhere local and draw a 
picture of what you can see. Use 
adjectives to label it with things 
you can see, smell, feel and 
hear.

Research a place that interests you 
or that you would like to go. Draw 
or print pictures of that place and 
write 3 fun facts about it.

Draw a picture of your house. Label 
all of the rooms and the things you 
can find in each one.
 

Create Create a collage or picture using 
natural things you can find such 
as leaves, twigs and grass.

Create a model of your bedroom 
inside a shoebox. Remember to 
include all your favourite toys.

Create a model of a famous statue 
or monument from an interesting 
place in the world.

Write Write a short, imaginative story 
about a place you have visited 
before. Think about the 
characters you could include and 
an adventure for them to have!

Write a postcard about a trip you 
have been on or a place you have 
visited before. Tell us all about 
your day and what you enjoyed 
doing the most!

Choose a country you would like to 
go to or have been to before and 
write a menu of food you might 
find there.

Completed Completed Completed

Completed Completed Completed

Completed Completed Completed

Spellings w/c 20.3.17 w/c 27.3.17 w/c 3.4.17

Challenge: Try and make 
some sentences using your 
spellings. Can you fit in more 
than one of them? Remember 
capitals, finger spaces, full 
stops and that it must still 
make sense.

Year 1: boil, 
soil, spoil, 
enjoy, annoy, 
royal

Year 2: bravest, 
cutest, largest, 
shiny, spiky, oily, 
latest, widest

Year 1: farm, 
hard, park, 
calm, heart, 
father

Year 2: beginning, 
dropping, humming, 
planned, rubbed, 
slipped, travelling, 
sitting

Year 1: grew, 
stew, blue, true, 
huge, cube

Year 2: skiing, 
taxiing, having, 
cycling, hiking, 
scoring, making, 
using


